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What work a non-human can do?
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The path to Intelligent Process Automation
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▪ Task-based automation 
(RPA)

▪ Intelligent Automation 
(RPA & AI)



Intelligent Process 
Automation
Significantly expands the number of tasks for robots

IPA

▪ Understand semi-structured 
and unstructured data

▪ Extract data from any documents
Categorize e-mails, documents, etc

What Intelligent robots could do:

▪ Logged into applications

▪ Move files and folders

▪ Scrape data

▪ Monitor

Digital robots are doing now:

RP
A

AI

▪ Go through emails

▪ Fill out forms

▪ Read and enter information into databases

▪ Copy and paste data

▪ Convert speech to text
Communicate with customers (chatbots)

▪ Recognize Stamps and Signatures

▪ Extract insights from corporate knowledge base



A Revolution 
in Artificial 
Intelligence

GENERATIVE

MODELS
IN DIGITAL FINANCIAL ORGANIZATIONS



The main tasks might be covered by Generative AI today

Determining the sentiment of 
comments in social media, networks 
in response to marketing campaigns

Classification

Summing up the terms of insurance, 
loan agreements, contracts, 
transactions.

Summarizing information

Generate scenarios that represent 
possible fraud situations for which 
you have a limited amount of data. 
Using such data to train another AI 
model expands the range of cases 
that the model can recognize.

Content Creation

A chatbot helps an employee to quickly 
receive answers on internal regulatory rules

A chatbot synchronized with marketing 
materials helps customers quickly get 
information on the services they are 
interested in. 

Knowledge-Enriched Chatbots

Generative
AI

Processing of financial reports, 
acceleration of audits.

Data Extraction

Analyze market trends and predict 
investment opportunities with greater 
accuracy.

Valuable Insights



Knowledge-Enriched Chatbots

What’s the interest rate on a 
new savings account?

The current Annual 
Percentage Yield is 1.5% on a 
new savings account.
Read more…

What about a minimum 
opening deposit?

Minimum opening deposit is 
€50
Read more…

Are there any fees for 
opening one?

Our savings accounts come 
with such benefits as 
competitive interest rates 
and easy access to funds

Artificial Intelligence generated a response by analyzing 
information from documents that it also attached to the 
response

But AI can still produce irrelevant responses



We can delegate everything, 
but it needs to be supervised!

What task can be 

delegated to AI?



Entrust any task, but control!

Validation of results

Human Decision

ML RetrainingSubtotal = SUM ( Amounts ) ?

AI Task

Human 
Task

Submit 
email report

Confidence > 
90%?

yes

no



The solution is the use of AI-oriented RPA platforms

Post-Processing Rules and 
AI Validation

AI Models Auto Retraining 

OCR
Text Recognition

Integration with Generative 
AI Models 

Integrated ML Models
Classification, IE, Signature Recognition Human-in-the-Loop

Workspace for 
Manual tasks

Speech Recognition



Feel free 
to contact us!

Paweł Ciesielski Tomasz Gołębiewski 
CEO IBA Poland Sales Director 
pciesielski@ibagroup.eu  TGolebiewski@ibagroup.eu   

  🌐 https://pl.ibagroupit.com/ 
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